PREFACE
This report is highly summarised. More information on activities is found in the respective departmental
( P rogram ) reports that follow in this document. The period of report covers January to December 2012.
The report is presented in five chapters: Chapter one gives an insight of the organization with the Executive Summary report for 2012; chapter two paints a picture of the administrative and management activities; the third chapter reports activities within the Human Rights and Governance department; chapter four reports on activities of the
Health & HIV/AIDS department; while chapter Five is on the Economic Empowerment department. Challenges
faced, some recommendations, and projections for the year 2013, are found in the fifth chapter.
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CHAPTER ONE
ABOUT THE ORGANISZATION
1.1 BACKGROUND.
IVFCam is an indigenous development organisation, with headquarters in Bamenda, North West Region
of Cameroon, and presently works in four regions of the Country: Littoral, South West, Western, and North
West.
Founded in 2000, IVFCam started as a single and Christian faith Organization with the name Aid International-Christian Women of Vision ( “ A I-ChrisWOV ” ) . But due to the diversity of her target population
on the field which includes non-Christians, and owing to the growing needs of this population, an Organizational Development Process was carried out and facilitated by VSO Cameroon, involving beneficiaries
and partners. One finding was for the name of the Organization to be changed to embrace beneficiaries
and members of other faiths. Due to this change, IVFCam came into being as a transformation for inclusion, and registered under its present name in 2008.
IVFCam has a branch office in Mbengwi Sub Division and a satellite office in Donga/Mantung Division in
the North West region.
1.2 VISION:
“ T o have a world of Equal Opportunities in development for all, irrespective of their Origins, Faiths and
Social Background ”
1.3 MISSION:
“ T o Access Wealth and Health to the Needy and Vulnerable, as a Service to God, through Feasible and
Realistic Actions of Charity and Human Development. ”
1.4 Purpose
Promoting Gender Equity and Participation: from the Grassroots to the Nation.
1.5 GOAL:
“ T o contribute to Social Justice, through sustainable interventions, for the alleviation of poverty and misery, and the promotion of gender equity and education. ”
1.6 Core Values:
- Team spirit
- Accountability
- Transparency
1.7 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
IVFCam has the following strategic objectives:

 Promote and defend the Human Rights and Freedoms of the disadvantaged
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 Contribute to improving Health Service Delivery and Utilisation, especially in area of Treatment,
Care and Support.

 Help reduce poverty.
 Encourage Unity of Faiths in Actions of Development.
1.6 KEY PROGRAMS:
IVFCam carries out related projects within the following key programs:

 Human Rights and Good Governance
 Health & HIV/AIDS
 Economic Empowerment ( RuWEF )
 ( E vents Management and Leisure as mainstreamed )
IVFCam ’ s interventions are beneficiary-focused, and so support to them is holistic with the integration
of sub-program activities in every implemented project on the field.
1.7 SUB-PROGRAMS:
1.7.1 For HR & GG:

.- Property Inheritance
- Leadership
- The Rule of Law.
- Gender Participation
For Health & HIV/AIDS:
- Prevention
- Care and Support
-Capacity Building.
-Treatment Literacy
For Socio-Economic Empowerment:
. Small Scale Agriculture.
. Income Generating Activities.
. Micro-Credit and Micro Grants.
. Subsistent food processing.
1.8 STRUCTURE OF THE ORGANIZATION:
The General Assembly, made up of all the members, staff, beneficiaries and Partners, is the supreme organ.
The Executive Board is made up of elected members, and the founder of the Organization.
The Advisory Board is the third organ, and is made up of the focal members who contribute voluntarily in cash and
in kind; and who voluntarily participate in project implementation when the need arises.
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The Management Committee makes up the fourth. Composed of senior staff and is responsible for the daily running
of the organization.
IVFCam ’ s Grassroots Implementing Partners and Beneficiaries, constituted in Coalitions and networks, make up
the last organ.
The communities that harbour our target groups tail the structure.

Diagram of IVFCam ’ s Organization Structure
General Assembly

Executive Board
Advisory Board
(Focal Members)
Management Board

Staff

Grassroots Implementing Partners (GIPs)

Beneficiaries / Communities:
(WOVCIGs / OVC / Youths / PLWHA)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF REPORT .

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Welcome to IVFCam. We appreciate your interest in getting to know about our work in 2012.
At the very start of 2012, IVFCam christened the year, “ The Year of Planting &
Fulfillment. ” As if this were a prophesy, IVFCam planted herself nationally and
internationally and felt a sense of fulfillment in her undertakings, with the
following evidences:

1. On Project Activities:
Several projects were implemented; thanks to international and national support.
Since IVFCam must constantly keep the mission running, she constantly provides
her own funds for her core projects; support to Orphans & widows.
Her dream, therefore, came true as IVFCam achieved more than 150% on her
planned activities for 2012, with the following highlights:


She extended her activities to three new regions: South West, Littoral and

Western under the Women’ s Leadership Schools project.

Anne Stella Fomumbod
CEO



She had more than 05 additional substantial Funders: UNDEF via WDN-USA;

WWDP-Germany;

GFW-USA; PACF-UK; NED-USA.


She increased her visibility via her collaboration with MINAS, MINPROF and the Human Rights Commission, the
commemoration of 04 UN HR days, in the North West region.



She made herself felt, by women, especially, through her intensive trainings on “ W omen ’ s Leadership,” in 03
regions, whereby about 100 women have gained courage to stand for the municipals, come the 2012 elections.
The organisation of the women ’ s , and Widows ’ day conferences, that brought together hundreds of women for
debates on issues concerning their lives remains memorable. For once, and uniquely, young widows of the poorest communities also had an opportunity to leave their villages and come to Bamenda town to train as HIV CRVs.



IVFCam made many orphans to smile, by supporting, with internal funds, about 100 children in Income Generating Activities during the long vacation, provided scholastic materials & Christmas presents.



She contributed to improving the livelihoods of hundreds of single mothers & Women LWH/A, by increasing their
capital in small businesses with very low-interest rate loans in 06 subdivisions: Mbengwi, Batibo, Widikum,
Bamenda II, Nkambe, and Misaje.



Even students of primary and secondary schools got to know IVFCam via her activities in conferences and colleges, and prize awards on the commemoration of the Day of the African Child, International World AIDS Day.



The partnership with the University of Buea continued as 03 students of the Faculty of Sociology & Anthropology
were placed on IVFCam for their internship.



Both national and international personalities paid visits to IVFCam.

STAY BLESSED and for more and details read the reports of the following three departments or Programs:
Human Rights & Governance; Health & HIV/AIDS; Economic Empowerment.
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Administrative and Management Activities

CHAPTER TWO
GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES.

INTRODUCTION:
This division contains the documentation, communication, personnel and reception bureaux; thereby explaining its outreach to other offices of the organization, the
beneficiaries and communities.
The 2012 year has been hectic for this division, as the
personnel, apart from their own assigned duty within the division, also
worked as support staff for all the departments of the programs
division.
They produced project implementation materials and were actively
involved in trainings and conferences on the field. Several
developments occurred in the life of the organization in general, the

Mr. Lemon Kennedy Kwakam.
Administrative Assistant (AA)

staff, members, and beneficiaries in particular; resulting to a tremendous growth of the institution.
Read more on the pages that follow.
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES.
2. 0 ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE DIVISION:
2.1 IMPROVED GOVERNANCE:
In order to cause both staff and members to
be actively involved and informed of the activities of the organistaion, the Board decided to
create an Associative Life Forum, wherein,
both staff and members participatorily plan
and report on activities of the organization on
regular monthly basis. This has greatly improved communication, accountability & trans-

Staff & members in the Associative Life Forum.

parency.
2..2.0 STRENGTHENING THE ORGANISATION:
2.2.1 Staff Weekly Coordination: Staff took turns in coordinating the organization for a week. *As such
staff enhanced their capacity in coordination, personnel management and reporting.
2.2.2 Recruitment of more staff: 03 staff were recruited: Blanche Maureen Njweng for the Adminstrative
and Finance; and Luice Wangyia for the programs division ( Health & HIV/AIDS department ) .
2.2.3 Improved Staff Welfare:
*Salaries of staff were regular.
*Staffs were provided weekly communication & transport allowances
All these resulted to increased staff performance and commitment to work.
2.3. PLACEMENT:
3.1 Students on Intenship:
Through our partnership with the Buea University, 03 students ( 02 females and 01 male ) , from the
Social Sciences carried out their internship studies on IVFCam. The students are: Atud Naomi,
Banwei Carine, and Tanlaka Leonard; respectively.
3.2 Volunteer Staff: Expatriates placed by VSO ( Volunteer Services Overseas ) :

Pradipta Oja from India, to evaluate IVFCam’ s organizational development enhancement phase.
Yvonne —from the Belgium, for Fund Raising to all VSO ’ s partners in the North west region.
2.4. ENHANCED COMMUNICATION:
Installation of a Live Box:
*An Orange internet live-box was installed; thanks to VSO ’ s part-support. Today all offices connected
and communication with partners is greatly enhanced and more funding opportunities are easily sort.
:
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2. 5. CAPACITY BUILDING ( SEMINARS
AND WORKSHOPS ) :
Focal Members, Staff and Beneficiaries benefited from seminars, workshops and trainings
organized within and beyond IVFCam premises
in the course of the year funded by partners.
( F ind details under the various program areas
in this report ) .

2.6. FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS:
.1 The Senior Fellows Award, by Synergos, New York, USA: 2012-2014
The Founder-CEO was recognized for
her contribution to Social Justice
through her organization, IVFCam.
This award provides opportunities for
senior fellows in development to meet
internationally, for sharing of ideas,
knowledge & practices on Social Justice. As such Mrs. Fomumbod Anne
Stella, was priviledged to meet others
in Jordan, March 2012.

2. The International Alliance for Women: Washington DC, USA:
For her great work in serving the poorest women in poor communities, Madam Anne Stella Fomumbod
was recogined with the TIAW award.

The event took place in Washington, DC, USA.
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. NETWORKING & PARTNERSHIPS:
7.1 National Partnerships:
. Cameroon ’ s Ministry of Health for the Project on Scaling Up the Impact of Malaria ( SUFI ) : 20012 to
2016.




The National Employment Fund ( NEF ) : support for self-employment.
Positive Generation, Yaoundé: For Project Partnership
The North West Association of Development Organizations ( NWADO: For networking.
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International Funding Partnerships
S

Name of Funder / Partner

Type

/
1.

of

Global Fund for Women ( G FW ) ,

Financial

Women ’ s

World Day of Prayer

Financial

Voluntary

Services

Oversea

( V SO ) Cameroon

4

Catholic

Relief

Technical

&

‘ G ender and Good Govern-

Governance

ance…

Rights

and

Services

Technical

Positive Action for Children Fund

Fin. &Tec

“ L iberating Grassroots Widows

Secure Livelihood

of Misaje and Nkambe Sub Divi-

Health & HIV/AIDS

Advocacy on Gender and HIV/

Financial

( C RS ) , Cameroon
5

Human Rights & Good

Human

( W WDP ) , Germany
3

Title of Project Funded

Funding

USA
2

Program Area

AIDS.

OVC Care & Suport-

SILC

port ( HIV/AIDS )

Lending Communities

Health & HIV/AIDS

‘ T ools for HIV Prevention &

( P ACF ) , UK

( Savings & Internal

Reproductive… North West
Region ’
Human

6

National Endowment for

Financial

Rights

&

Good Governance

‘ C enter on Community Education for Democracy and

Democracy ( NED ) , USA

Development ( CCEDD)

in

Cameroon ’ .
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Alliance

International,

Burkina

Technical

Health & HIV/AIDS

Capacity Building on PMTCT

Faso
8

UNDEF via Women ’ s

and PPTCT
Fin. & Tec

Democracy Network ( W DN ) ,
9

Synergoes, USA

Human

Rights

&

Good Governance
Fin. & Tech.

Human

Rights

Women ’ s

Leadership

School
&

Capacity Building

Good Governance
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Global Fund via Gov ’ t of

Fin & Tech

Health & HIV/AIDS

Scaling Up Malaria Impact

Cameroon
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8. OFFICIALS RECEIVED AT THE IVFCam ’ s HEAD OFFICE:
NAME OF VISITOR

POSITION/ORGANISATION

PURPOSE OF VISIT

Fogue Forguito

Alliance International ( 0 2 visits )

Gaps Analysis/Training on PMTCT

Tohuntian Peter Martin

Alliance International ( 0 2 visits )

Gaps Analysis/Training on PMTCT

Mayor Ngwa Confort

Bafut Council

Training Partnership

Bilong Phillippe

CRS/CM

M&E

Dr. Leslie Chingang

CRS/CM

Information

sab

NEF Bamenda

Project Partnership

Bisah Charles

Tubah Council

Training Partnership

Kang Elizabeth

Wum District Hospital

Project Partnership

Deborah Conklin

ORPHAN COMPANION - USA

Appeal for support

Carley Granger

VSO

Project partnership

Focal Member President, Pa. Mokom, Program Manager for Africa, NED, USA, Mrs. Oge Onubogu (Center) on a
Monitoring & Evaluation Visit to IVFCam CEO of IVFCam, Anne Stella Fomumbod (Right)
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FOCAL MEMBERS ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2012
The year 2012 in the life of the Association IVFCAM and the Focal Member opened and closed its doors graciously. During this
year, we saw ad carried out the following activities:Held twelve (12) sessions where members met to discussed issues affecting the Association;
Carried out our main and only project-internal sponsored orphans. This was done as we went out to quarters and schools to look
for the very destitute OVC-21 in all;
Made home and school visits to these children throughout the year about 4 visits. During these visits, needs assessments were
also carried out;
Purchased of school needs/food items, psycho-social support given to the OVC and their foster parents(detail in their individual
files);
Were part of the DAWILA I and II sponsored by the CEO- Mrs. Fomumbod A. Stella during the handing over of holiday capital
to OVC; Members accompanied staff to project sites in Mbengwi, Widikum, Santa and Nkambe respectively;
Was part of the 2nd Widows day in Cameroon held in Mbengwi;
Join the office to celebrate National and International days.
SEMINARS/WORSHOPS
Focal Members were participants of seminars and workshops -2 National and 2 International (In and out of Cameroon-USA) on
PMTCT, PPTCT and WLS) respectively;
Focal Members were also blessed to have one workshop organized in the premises of the Association with the facilitator coming
all the way from USA in the person of Mme Nina
Two of our members are involved in training women in leadership skills. So far, three schools have been organized (WLS) in
the three Regions of the Republic.
MEETINGS
Apart from our monthly meetings, we attended other meetings within the Association like the monthly activities planning meeting. In fact it is a joint staff/members meeting. There also came another new and powerful joint staff/meeting christened
“Associative Life Forum.”
BENEFITS
Members benefitted from the RUWEF fund as loans were given us on little or no interest.
APPRECIATIONS
This report cannot end without us appreciating some persons who were very instrumental to our activities during this year 2012.
Our first appreciation and thanks goes to God Almighty who started the year with us, worked and ended it with us. Father, to
you be the glory.
The second appreciation goes to the CEO for her untiring support both educationally, moral and financially. Mama, we say keep
on. We pray our good Lord to grant you more strength, good health and He will continue to bless and protect you in all
your endeavors. We will not forget to say thanks you again and again for our end of year gifts that you made.
The third appreciation goes to the staff for their untiring support to members- especially for their teaching spirit- always ready to
receive members even at odd times in their different offices; the much work they do without complaining or grumbling. We
say the Lord will continue to bless you abundantly as you enter the year 3013.
The secretariat is not left out. We thank them for allowing us to use the machines and other valuables as desire.
SUGGESTION
We need many internal capacities building- training sessions.
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CHAPTER THREE

DEPARTEMENT ONE

CHAPTER TWOkkkkkkkk

EVERY HUMAN HAS RIGHTS REGARDLESS OF SEX,
AGE, RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND, STATUS, POLITICAL
OPINION OR POSITION
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INTRODUCTION
IVFCam ’ s Human Rights and Governance Program, just like the other programs of the organization is beneficiary focus. That is to say, all her target groups and beneficiaries are reached
with activities that fall under the

program area. Her geographical scope is the

national territory of Cameroon, with particular focus on typical traditional settings where the incidence of

human rights violations is very high. This is

done in strict compliance with IVFCam ’ s vision and mission. This program is
managed through one of three departments of the organization known as the
Human Rights and Good Governance Department.
While respecting the values of the organization, this department and program
operates with respect to peculiar norms and core values that guide the implementation of projects activities. The intervention areas are also particular to
this program. However, all the target beneficiaries of IVFCam are reached with

Ndzinwa Julius Bantar
Program Manager

these services, thereby, acknowledging the strategy of a holistic intervention
for support.
The key activities carried out and achievements, challenges / difficulties faced,

lessons learned, impact of interventions on beneficiaries and their communities, and some recommendations are
elaborated in this section.

2.1 CORE VALUES
1. Promoting Human Rights and Equity
2. Work in partnership with international and national human rights organizations, and the government
3. Empower women and girls to advocate for their rights
4. Harnessing diversity and inter-sectionality
5. Committed to solidarity and building alliances of grassroots beneficiary groups as task forces
6. Empowering women and girls to advocate for themselves
7. Accountable, transparent, inclusive

8. Credits and acknowledges women ’ s contributions in achieving change.

2.2 KEY INTERVENTION AREAS
1. Inheritance rights
2. Gender equity in participation ( governance and development )
3. Leadership development
4. Rule of Law
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Human Rights and Good Governance Program

I. STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF IMPLEMENTATION
PROJECT TITLE

LOCATION

SPONSOR

TARGETS

BENEFICIARIES

DIRECT

Liberating Grass-

Misaje and

Women ’ s

Widows,

roots Widows from

Nkambe of

World Day

married

Traditional Marginali-

Donga Man-

of Prayer,

men and

zation, Ignorance,

tung Division

German

women,

Committee

youths, tra-

Stark Illitracy and
Acute Poverty

INDIRECT

TOTAL

MAL
E

FEMALE

MAL
E

FEMALE

334

498

1349

1278

3459

194

209

5000

6700

12103

78

71

6500

7800

14449

11

76

1200

12000

13287

617

854

14049

27778

43298

ditional
leaders and
councilors,
opinion
leaders.

Creating Human

Northwest

National

The gen-

Rights Awareness

and West

Endowment

eral public

through Conferencing

Regions of

for Democ-

on Core Au and UN

Cameroon

racy, USA

Gender and Good

Santa Sub

Global

The gen-

Governance Pro-

Division of

Fund for

eral public,

gram: Implementing

the North-

Women,

with focus

Conventional Laws

west Region

USA

on tradi-

and Practices at the

of Camer-

tional and

Grassroots for In-

oon

municipal

Days through
CCEDD

creased Female Par-

councilors.

ticipation in Upcoming Elections in Cameroon.
Increasing and Sus-

Northwest,

UNDEF via

Women

taining the Capacity

Southwest,

Women ’ s

( a spiring

of Women to Partici-

West , Litto-

Democracy

leaders )

pate in the Democra-

ral and Cen-

Network,

tic Process through

tre Regions

USA

the Women ’ s Lea-

of Camer-

dership Schools

oon

TOTALS
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2.3 SUMMARY OF PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED
Four projects were implemented with sponsors from the Women ’ s World Day of Prayer Germany, National Endowment for Democracy, the Global Fund for Women and the Women ’ s Democracy Network, USA. Through these projects, activities were carried out in the target localities to raise awareness, build capacity and induce policy change
through lobby and advocacy. These projects were as follows:
Project No. 1: Awareness Raising, Capacity Building, Lobby and Advocacy
Project Title: “ Liberating Grassroots Widows from Traditional Marginalization, Stark Illiteracy, Acute Poverty and
Misery - Project Replication Phase III ”
Project Location: Donga Mantung Division of the Northwest Region of Cameroon; targeting 10 villages of Nkambe
and Misaje Sub Divisions as follows: Nkambe Center, Binshua, Binka, Njap, Kungi, Misaje-Nkanchi, Mbissa, Kamine,
Chunghe and Nfume.
Project Duration: 12 months
Sponsor: Women ’ s World Day of Prayer, German Committee.
Project No. 2: Awareness Raising through Conferencing
Project Title: « Creating Human Rights Awareness on Core AU and UN Days, through the Centre on Community
Education for Development and Democracy ( CCEDD) »
Project Location: Northwest and West Regions of Cameroon
Sponsor: National Endowment for Democracy ( NED) USA.
Project No. 3: Capacity Building
Project Title: Increasing and Sustaining the Capacity of Women to Participate in the Democratic Process through the
Women ’ s Leadership Schools
Project Location: Four Regions of Cameroon ( Northwest, Southwest, West, Littoral regions )
Project Duration: 18 months
Sponsor: UNDEF Via Women ’ s Democracy Network, USA
Projecat No. 4: Awareness Raising, Capacity Building, Lobby and Advocacy
Project Title: Gender and Good Governance Program: Implementing Conventional Laws and Practices at the Grassroots for Increased Female Participation in Upcoming Elections in Cameroon.
Project Location: Santa Sub Division of the Northwest Region of Cameroon
Project Duration: 12 months
Sponsor: Global Fund for Women, USA
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2.4 HIGHLIGHTS OF MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
2.4.1 AWARENESS RAISING:
Though this was mainstreamed in all activities, there were particular areas where IVFCam carried out
massive community sensitization through the designing printing and dissemination of human rights flyers
and posters, radio talks, interactive educative sessions in communities, conferences and symposiums.
The following activities were carried out within the different projects as follows:
1. Held 02 interactive radio talks over the

2. Organized and carried out human rights educa-

Donga Mantung Community Radio ( DMCR )

tive talks in 04 secondary schools; and distributed

in Nkame on widowhood issues, and created

copies of the Universal Declaration of Human

public awareness on the rights of widows in

Rights and other educative material to students

particular and women in general.

3. Carried out community human rights education in 10 target villages and distributed posters and flyers
on widows ’ rights. Present in this forum were traditional rulers, councilors, married men and women,
youth and the clergy.
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4. Organized 04 Conferences marking core UN and AU days for massive awareness raising and advocacy. These conferences were organized on International Women ’ s Day, International Widows ’
Day, International Day of the African Child and the International Human Rights Day. Resource persons
structured the different themes for the respective conferences as panel discussions, debates, drama,
and public addresses. The conferences had an average of 105 participant per conference.
All four conferences were sponsored by the National Endowment for Democracy, USA

IVFCam, Partners and Participants after conference

International Women ’ s Day Conference in the

on International Widows’ Day - 23rd June, 2012

CBC Hall, Bamenda, NWR - 1st March, 2012

Conference marking the International Day of the

Conference marking the International Human

African Child at CBC Nkwen, Bamenda, NWR - 26th

Rights Day at Ayaba Hotel, Bamenda, NWR -

June, 2012

10th December, 2012
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2.4.2 CAPACITY BUILDING

Organized and carried out trainings for traditional
councilors of 10 target villages in Nkambe and Misaje
on human rights and will writing, Law Drafting and
Gender; all with objective of promoting and protecting
the rights of women in general and widows in
particular

Organized and carried out trainings for municipal
councilors on women ’ s inclusion and the rights to
participate in public life; and strategies for increasing
female participation in decision making by facilitating
the high level participation of women in elections.

Successfully
trained 20 community human
rights promoters
in Nkambe and
Misaje sub divisions ; and provided them with
material to facilitate their interventions.
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Through the Women ’ s Leadership School ( WLS ) Project, 75 female aspiring
leaders from the North and Southwest Regions of Cameroon were identified, mobilized and trained on leadership. The project which was sponsored by the IRI,
through the Women ’ s Democracy Network, USA with funds from UNDEF enabled
IVFCam to organize and conduct three Training Sessions ( WLS ) in Bamenda,
Bambili and Limbe of the North West and Southwest Regions respectively.

Participants at the Women’s Leadership School III (three-day Leadership
Training) Limbe, Fako Division, Southwest Region of Cameroon

Aspiring Female Leaders at the Women ’ s Lea-

Aspiring Female Leaders at the Women ’ s Leaders-

dership School I in Bamenda, NWR of Cameroon

hip School II in Bambili, NWR of Cameroon
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With objective to create community awareness in Santa Sub Division of the Northwest Region of Cameroon on
gender equity and the right of women to participate in public life, two Training of Trainers were organized, and
25 Community Human Rights Agents in 10 villages capacitated. Topics included the folwwww


wows



Good Governance and Women ’ s Participation



Etc.www

Community sensitization and education on the rights of women; brought together 30 community leaders,
municipal, government and legislative authorities to share on conventional laws that promote female
participation in politics
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2.4.3 LOBBYING AND ADVOCACY


Held education and negotiation meetings
with traditional leaders and councilors of 18
villages in Nkambe, Misaje and Santa Sub
divisions for the revision of obnoxious customary laws that violate the rights of widows



08 villages in Santa Sub Division of Mezam
Dvision, all of the North west region were

Working Session with the TC of Kungi, Nkambe SD

trained on the Interpretation of Human
Rights Conventions and Law Drafting to facilitate their understanding and revision of
some obnoxious customary laws that violate the rights of widows in particular, and
women in general. ( S ponsored by WWDP,
German Committee and Global Fund for
Women, USA )


02 Training Sessions held with each of the

Traditional Councilors of Kungi, Nkambe Sub Divi-

traditional council; which increased their

sion after the training on law drafting

knowledge and skills on Human Rights


The traditional councils explored their traditional / customary laws and revised/
polished up those that discriminate against
women.



10 out of the 18 targeted traditional councils
developed and documented draft traditional
laws that promote and protect the rights of
women in general, and widows in particular

Traditional Councilors of Nkanchi - Misaje Sub
Division of the NWR, waiting for the workshop
to begin
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CHAPTER FOUR:

DEPARTMENT TWO
HEALTH & HIV/AIDS
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Health & HIV/AIDS Program
INTRODUCTION
The Health and HIV/AIDS Program is one of the three Departments that make up the
Programs Division of IVFCam. Within the framework of IVFCam ’ s Vision and Mission,
the Health and HIV/AIDS Program is designed to contribute its expertise and resources
in conjunction with other Program Areas to enable IVFCam provide a holistic support
package to the entire IVFCam beneficiaries.
Goal of the Program: Assisting Local Communities Overcome their Health Challenges.
In order to meet this goal, the program works within four sub programs:
- Awareness Building

Nigel Mbaya Ngia
Program Manager

- Capacity Building
- Care and Support
- Advocacy and Networking ( Cross-cutting )
Based on this program design, the program has been able to identify and establish local and international partnerships
and networks, worked closely with the administration of IVFCam and above all developed and implemented approved
projects, all of which have been potential funding sources to the activities of the program. The program implemented
activities within target communities of the North West Region; specifically Momo, Donga-Mantung and Mezam divisions.
The results have recorded tremendous successes in improving the livelihoods of beneficiaries and the quality of life
within target local communities of the North West Region.

S/N Project Title

Beneficiary Population Reached
Adults

Communities
CBOs Men Women
05 (Mbengwi,
“Tools for HIV Prevention and unwanted Batibo, Widikum,
Pregnancies … Funded by Positive Action Nkambe and Misaje
1 for Children’s Fund, PACF - UK
Sub divisions)
25
2570 2513
Scaling Up Malaria interventions for Im- 17 (Mbengwi health
2 pact (SUFI): Funded by the Global Fund District)
150 5850 9150
MINAS – OVC Project: Funded by the
02 (Batibo and
3 Honorable Minister of Social Affairs
Mbengwi)
4
0
0
IVFCam Internally Funded – OVC project
(IVFIF-OVC): Funded by IVFCam Focal
4 Members
02 (Bamenda II & III)
0
0
0
DAWILLA 1 Project Funded by Founders
5 Fund
02 (Bamenda II & III)
0
0
0
DAWILLA II Project Funded by Founders 03 (villages of Widi6 Fund
kum)
3
0
0
Other Activities
Vaccination Campaign
02 (Bamenda II & III)
Vocational Training
01 (Bamenda II)
Micro financeing for OVC Care givers —
funded by National Employment Fund
01 (Bamenda II)
1
3
12
Total
183 8423 11675
Grand Total of Beneficiaties reached by
Program in 2012
183

Period
Children (OVC)
Boys

Girls

291

196

15

25

12

12

6

12

48

60

39

67
3

11
422

19
394

20,914

March October
January December
January March
January September
June Sept
June Sept
December
December
September
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3.1 ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS OBTAINED
A. AWARENESS RAISING
Activities carried out in this aspect were geared towards raising public awareness on HIV/AIDS, the use of modern contraceptives such as male / female condoms and lubricants, and the proper use of LLINs, home management of uncomplicated malaria and the use of intermittent preventive treatment, etc. the program, employed the use of Community Volunteers, CBOs, Chiefs of Health areas and Field Agents as actors of change to raise public awareness on these thematic issues. Activities carried out here include:

R

aising awareness on Malaria Prevention and Management: Following community trainings organized by Chiefs of
Health Centers on the use of LLINs, HHM and IPT under the SUFI project, mem-

bers of 150 CBOs were equipped with 750+ posters, 150 flip charts and other sensitization materials to engage in a door to door check and sensitization on the use of LLINs for
Malaria prevention, HHM and IPT. This activity ran from March to December 2012 and
covered 17 health areas under the Mbengwi Health district under the joint supervision of
the SUFI Project Coordinator and the DMO of Mbengwi. An estimated total 15,000 people were reached under this activity.

R

aising awareness on HIV/AIDS and PMTCT: Raising community awareness on HIV/AIDS through peer education
and public demonstrations has over the years been an effective HIV/AIDS prevention strategy by the Health and
HIV/AIDS Program. This year, 50 women from 25 WOVCIGs across Mbengwi, Widikum,
Batibo, Nkamabe and Misaje subdivisions were trained as SRH-CRVs and furnished
with thousands of male and female condoms, 25 artificial Penis and over 750 posters as
sensitization materials. These women, targeted meeting houses, other CBOs, village
meetings and cultural forums making a total of 122 community awareness building sessions held, wherein they raised awareness on the importance of PMTCT and demonstrated on condom use. An estimated total of 5,356 people were reached through these
sessions over a period of 6 months ( April – September, 2012 ) .

R

aising Awareness on OVC Care and Support: “ We ourselves can take Care of our Orphans and other Vulner-

able Children ” , was the slogan-drive behind our Program ’ s mas-

sive community awareness and sensitization for the sustainability of Care
and Support to OVC within communities. The HHA Program visited and had
talks with over 53 Community Based Groups on the importance of Savings
and Internal Lending and the creation of a Social Fund to care for OVC
within their communities, considering external funding is exhaustive.
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C

ondoms Distribution ( March – Oct 2012 ) : Promoting positive behavior
change towards condom use within local communities was the focus of the

HHA Program awareness building outreach activities. Through the 50 SRH – CRVs
the program was able to reach out to over 5,356 people across Momo, Mezam and
Donga/Mantung Divisions, with a total of 5,259 female and male condoms distributed at awareness building sessions, one-on-one counseling and educative talk
sessions with group members; thanks to the contribution of PACF-UK.

R

aising Awareness on HIV/AIDS on National/International Advocacy Days: Taking the 2011 best practice of targeting secondary schools for awareness building on World AIDS Day, this year’ s interventions took place in
GBHS Downtown – Bamenda and ran through the out the World AIDS Week. In
collaboration with the school administration, student Health and drama Clubs, students were identified and selected to participate in panel discussions, drama presentations, Quiz, condom demonstration & distribution ( t o senior students and
school staff only ) and other animations. These activities were heavily supported
by IVFCam with participation prices awarded to 28 students on the commemorated day.

B. CAPACITY BUILDING

C

apacity Building as a core activity area focused on improving IVFCam ’ s service delivery systems and community response to key health related issues. Areas of capacity building included HIV/AIDS, PMTCT, Malaria, OVC

Care & Support and Micro-financing for health care. The HHA Program joined partners to organize and facilitate over 11
events, running from Conferences, seminars through workshops and trainings for community members, volunteers, IVFCam staff and members to build capacities in these areas. Such events include

T

raining of Chiefs of Health Centers ( 13 th – 14th, March ) : As key implementing partners under the SUFI project,
a 03-day ToT session on the use of M&E tools for the SUFI project was or-

ganized in March at the hall of the Mbengwi Health District Hospital, for chiefs of
Health centres from the 17 health centres that make up the mbengwi health district.
Co – facilitated by the DMO for Mbengwi, COC were trained on the above technical area and charged with the responsibility of training and monitoring CBOs within
their respective Health Areas. Skills gained here greatly facilitated the validation of
CBO ’ s data collection reports, consequently payment of CBOs institutional support.

T

raining CBOs for improved Service Delivery – Malaria ( M arch 20th - 24th ) : Subsequent to the signing of CBO
contracts in March under the SUFI project, 150 CBOs had 02 representatives each undergo a 03-day ToT ses-

sion on M&E tools for the SUFI project. These trainings which ran across all 17 Mbengwi Health Areas in March were
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facilitated by the Chiefs of Health Centres and closely supervised by the DMO and the SUFI project coordinator for
IVFCam. Supervision reports reveal that an estimated 1,800 CBO members were equipped with basic knowledge on
M&E adequate for the SUFI project implementation.
Training of IVFCam Staff on PMTCT and Associative Life ( 12 th – 16th March ) : Jointly organized by the HHA Program Area and the International Alliance Hub for West and Central Africa, and
funded by PACF, a 05-day intensive training on PMTCT and Governance was held
in bamenda II. The training had 25 participants with 08 from IVFCam and 10 being
other Local PACF grantees in Cameroon, the result of which IVFCam ’ s participants
( s taff and members ) gained knowledge and skills in managing and designing
PMTCT interventions as well as assessing the quality of IVFCam ’ s Governance
structures which resulted in to the creation of IVFCam’ s Associative Life Forum the
following month.

T

raining of 50 WOVCIGs as Sexual and Reproductive Health Community Relay Volunteers ( March 2012 ) :
Improving community response to HIV/AIDS and PMTCT was the goal behind the 05 days trainings organized
for 50 young widows/single mothers from 25 communities across the North
West Region. These intensive trainings which took place in Bamenda and
Nkambe towns, increased the capacity of the said participants with skills and
knowledge on HIV/AIDS generalities, PMTCT and the use of basic First Aid
equipment; the end of which 25 communities played host to women classified
as SRH-CRVs and equipped with First Boxes at the service of the underprivileged within their respective communities.

T

raining of DCSO accountants: To ensure quality management of the SUFI project, the HHA Program participated at a 03-day training of DCSO accountants at the Church Centre Hall – Bamenda. The training equipped

the Program staff on performance modalities surrounding financial management within the GF-SUFI project. Skills and
knowledge gained here notwithstanding, have been a great resource to improving the quality of financial management
in the entire organization.

R

egional Training of PACF grantees on PPTCT, Yaounde ( May 2012 ) : Participating in the Regional training
on PPTCT organized by Alliance Hub for West and Central Africa was one of the biggest capacity building
benefits IVFCam had for being a PACF grantee in Cameroon. Under the leadership of the Program Manager for HHA Program, 05 participants from IVFCam ( 02 members and 02 staff and 01 volunteer ) participated in the 05-day
intensive training and gained skills and knowledge in planning, designing and
M&E of PPTCT programming. IVFCam ’ s participation among other international organisations resulted to redefining the HHA Program to incorporate the
PPTCT approach, considering that PPTCT was a new concept from PMTCT
that emphasized on greater involvement of men in Preventing Mother to Child
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Transmission of HIV/AIDS.
Training of CNLS Partners on HIV/AIDS M & E ( September 2012 ) : a 05-day training was organized by CNLS M&E
team in Mbalmayo to capacitate CNLS partners in Cameroon on HIV/AIDS M & E. IVFCam, represented by the Program Manager for HHA, took part in this training that ran from September 24th – 28th and recorded key issues on the
current trend of HIV/AIDS in the development market place, the adopted National Approach to HIV/AID interventions
and above all conventional HIV/AIDS data collection and management. This information has enabled the HHA pro-

C. CARE AND SUPPORT
gram improve her Data management system to meet the contemporary standards.
OVC Care and Support interventions this year were largely funded by IVFCam herself. Some support came from the
Honorable Minister of Social Affairs adding to the effort of SILC groups within local communities. All put together, priority was given to educational support to OVC. That notwithstanding, the other domains of OVC support like Psychosocial, health and Vocational support were not left out by HHA program. Care and support activities included:
Educational Support to OVC: 172 OVC in Widikum, Batibo, Mbengwi and Bamenda II sub divisions received educational support in the form of Writing materials, text books, uniforms, school fees and school bags thanks to support
from the Dawila II project, the IVFCam internally funded project and the SILC groups of Mbengwi and Batibo. Support
materials were bought, packaged and distributed to these children at small occasions organized for the close out of the
above mentioned projects in September. As for children with school fees support, the HHA Program Field Staff visited
their schools and made the payments. Worth noting among this number of children supported, are the 40 OVC cases
that received direct support in education thanks to the support of the Honorable minister of Social Affairs in February
2012.

H

ealth and Nutritional Support: Even though not much budget allocations were made for this area, the program
joint voices with the delegation of Public health to sensitize

on the national campaign against Meningitis. She was able to mobilize and facilitate the vaccination of 106 OVC at her head office in
Bamenda within the month of December.
Through the partial adoption program of IVFCam ’ s Internally Funded
Project, 07 OVC had their medical fees paid for on reported cases of
complicated Malaria. These children also benefited from basic nutritional support to reinstate their health.
The program recorded that 487 out of the 600 persons who benefited
from the First Aid Services provided by the 50 trained SRH-CRVs with
equipment from their First Aid Boxes, were OVC. This outreach strategy introduced under the PACF project has been greatly encouraged
by the administration of IVFCam with additional support to replenish these First Aid Boxes.
Vocational Training: IVFCam, in partnership with ASSEJA completed the training fees of 03 of her OVC undergoing
Vocational Training in tailoring and Deco in Bamenda II. This action by the partners resulted to the graduation of these
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children on December 8, 2012 at the Bamenda congress hall with support of Sewing machines and other accessories. considering that establishing their own work centres is only a matter of time, these children are forever grateful
for the support this partnership was able benefit them.

P

sychosocial Support: 24 OVC received quarterly home visits by their respective Care givers who are assigned
IVFCam Focal members. These visits were for counseling,

needs assessment and M & E of the OVC wellbeing.
Complete Care giving to OVC: In the course of working on the field,
04 OVC below 05 years of age, in the village of Dinku, Widikum subdivision, were discovered without care givers and living in misery.
Thus, the organization decided to take over and assigned the CEO
to house and cater for them. The four children are presently living
with the CEO in Bamenda II.

M

icro grants to OVC: 18 school-going OVC, engaged in IGA during holidays, were given CFAF 5,000 each
as Seed Capital. They were required to save part of their profits at IVFCam, towards schools reopening.

Surprisingly, each orphan saved an average of CFAF 15,000 after 02 months; implying that, adding to the seed capital, each child went back to school with an average of CFAF
20,000.

Micro financing for OVC Caregivers ( see Report of the Department Economic Empowerment ) .
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3.2 ACHIEVEMENTS
The HHA Program recorded numerous achievements this year. Some are very visible within communities, some are
known from testimonies of CVs and other community member, and others can be read in site logs and local administrative reports. Those to take note of include:

E

ffective and efficient Project Implementation: implementing projects using available resources, within the defined time frame and budget, and above all producing satisfactory deliverables have been strong points that

characterize project management and implementation under the HHA in 2012. The Effective and efficient implementation and reporting on over 06 major projects implemented by the Program did not go without reward. Such include:
- The 02 years extension of the PACF-UK project on PMTCT for 2013-2014.
- Secured funding for the replenishment of First Aid Boxes targeting OVC care and support voted by the BoD of IVFCam
- The extension of the Dawila I project to Cover OVC caregivers with bigger loans.

A

n established Service Delivery System ( SDS ) : Before, the HHA service delivery system was designed to
deliver her services through her GIPs, SILCs and FA. This system has been modified to encompass new out-

lets for service delivery. These outlets include using local Health Centers through collaboration with the DMOs, agric
technicians through the delegation of Agriculture and a host of SRH-CRVs with their First aid boxes. The system now
covers over, 35 CBOs, 07 GIPs, 05 Field Agents, 37 health Centers, 03 District hospitals and 50 SRH-CRV equipped
with 25 First Aid Boxes. All these actors put together have hands on deck to Assist their Local Communities Overcome their Health Challenges.
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CHAPTER FIVE: ECONOMIC EMPWOWERMENT (RuWEF)
The Economic Empowerment Program is the one of the three Departments that makes up the programs Division of
IVFCam. Like the other Departments of IVCam, she contributes her expertise and resources to enable IVFCam provide a holistic support package to the entire IVFCam beneficiaries.
Also known a Rural Women ’ s Empowerment Fund ( RuWEF ) , the Economic Empowerment program carries out
Capacity Building and Orientation in the areas of agriculture, food processing, IGAs Management and Marking etc.
She develops project proposals for implementing partners ( beneficiary groups) to National and International Funders. Provide Agricultural tools and farm inputs, Micro-Credit schemes, facilitates the legal recognition of constituted
prospective Partner-groups; as CIG. Beside that, RuWEF seeks possible markets for partners ’ produce, Mainstream conventional social issues in partnership with other organization and carry out M&E of group projects.
Goal of the Program: RuWEF seeks to improve the livelihood of rural women and their communities through strategic
interventions for the reduction of poverty and misery, and for the promotion of participatory development.
The program operates 04 sub programs to meet its set goal. These include:
- Consultancy
- Micro-Financing for Income Generating Activities
- Loans management and Recovery
- Advocacy for women ’ s visibility and involvement ( Cross-cutting )
The sub programs were tailored with the involvement of all its stakeholders to meet the needs of the target beneficiaries.
IMPLEMENTED PROJECTS FOR 2012
- “ Grassroots Widows Support Program in Nkambe and Misaje Sub division ” Funded by the Women ’ s World Day

of Prayer ( WWDP ) – Germany. 2011 – 2012
- “ Palm Oil Buyam-Sellam Project ” Funded by National Employment Fund – NWR
Phase I – Mbengwi, Phase II – Batibo , Phase II – Widikum and Bamenda II

4.1 ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT AND RESULTS OBTAINED
S/

Core Activity

Description of Support or Activity

BENEFICIARY COMUNITIES

No OF

N
1

BEN.
Consultancy

Constituted groups as CIG with the Min-

Widikum, Nkambe and Misaje

istry of Agriculture

sub division

Trained groups on project writing.
2

Micro-Finance

Support to groups through NEF project

11

68
Bamenda II, Mbengwi, Batibo and

528

Widikum sub division.
4

Advocacy

Co-fund Trainings for women to partici-

Santa sub division

450

pate in decision-making
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4.2 CONSULTANCY


Dawila II project – Funded by the Founder ’ s Fund through IVFCam

This year ’ s focus for this sub program was on facilitating the legal recognition of prospective constituted Community
Based Groups, and providing technical assistance to CBOs all over the North West Region for improved livelihood.
Activities carried out here include:

F

acilitating Legal Recognition of CBOs and CBGs: The program ’ s partnership with the Delegation of Agriculture in January 2012, was the backbone behind the successful registra-

tion of 16 CBOs as Common Initiative Groups ( CIG ) . Sensitized by RuWEF
on the importance of acquiring legal recognition and its related benefits, CBOs
mobilized funds for the acquisition of their CIG certificates and consult RuWEF for assistance. RuWEF used her collaboration with the Regional Delegation for Agriculture to facilitated the establishment of these Certificates within
due time ( by-passing any administrative bottlenecks) .

T

raining Community Resource Mobilizers ( April 2012) : With funds from WWDP – Germany, RuWEF in collaboration with the Divisional Delegate for Agriculture, organized a 03-day training in Nkambe centre for 20

Community Volunteers on project writing, to serve as Resource Mobilisers for 10 communities of Nkambe and Misaje
subdivisions. A follow up refresher course was organized the in December 2012 which culminated to a joint proposal
to the PNDP program through the Local Council of Nkambe.

T

raining of CBOs on Project Writing: To sustain her ongoing interventions within local communities of the North
West Region, RuWEF adopted the above best practice and carried out 03-day trainings in Mbengwi, Batibo

and Widikum centres respectively. At these trainings were 02 representatives from 35 beneficiary CBOs each
( W OVCIGs, SILCs and GIPs ) . They were trained on Writing small agricultural projects for their groups, and to
stand as resource mobilizers for their communities.

M

ICRO-FINANCING
Designed within the national framework for poverty alleviation, Micro financing as a sub program for RuWEF

had 2012 ’ s focus on Building Capacity on IGA Management, increasing access to micro financing, and land security
& Reclamation for Widows/Women. The following are some of the
activities realized:Capacity Building on IGA Management: Throughout the year period, a total of 37 capacity building sessions were
held. These ran from individual group trainings through ToTs workshops and farm demonstrations all tailored towards building the capacity of 58 CBOs on IGA management for productivity. An estimated total of 522 CBO members across the North West region
gained
Management skill and knowledge which they exercised in their individual as well as group businesses.
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A

ccessing basic Micro-financing to CBOs: Accessing micro-finance on the part of CBOs and other community
members has been observed to be a major problem plaguing RuWEF CBOs and their community in general.

To address this issue, RuWEF introduced the CRS model of Savings and Internal Lending Communities ( SILC ) to
all her 58 CBO partners. By adopting this model, groups have been able to mobilize own funds through savings
which eventually becomes a loan fund for members. Though this fund is not usually big enough for the needs of all
members, over 389 CBO members now have access to basic micro-credit for their immediate needs.

A

ccessing Micro-financing to individual Beneficiaries: considering the some of the shortcomings of the SILC
model as to its incapacity to meet with large loan demands resulting from increasing beneficiary absorptive
capacity, RuWEF ’ s partnership with the National Employment Fund in
January 2012 was timely. Through this partnership, 220 beneficiaries from
24 CBOs in Mbengwi, Batibo, Widikum and Bamenda II subdivisions benefited from micro loans of CFAF 50,000 each at an interest rate of 6% per
annum for 02 years. The result of this partnership has been a blessing to
these communities.

4.3 LOANS MANAGEMENT AND RECOVERY
Develop Loan Management/Recovery Systems: Prior to the disbursement of micro loans under the RuWEF – NEF
project, 01 training session on loan management and recovery was held with each of the 24 beneficiary CBOs.
Trainings were carried out in January, March and August 2012 for Mbengwi, Batibo and Widikum & Bamenda II
respectively. The results include the establishment of an elaborate
Monthly loan refund plan with cost allocations, and a contingency
plan should groups/individuals become delinquent.
Similar outcomes surround loan Refund activities with 10 CBOs of
Nkambe and Misaje sub division. These groups received interest free
loans of CFAF 100,000 to finance group IGA in September 2010.
According to the MoU signed with groups, loan refund commenced in
September 2011 and ran through 2012 of which all groups have
refunded their loans and submitted request for increase.
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4.4 ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM
Group members have expanded their businesses with the micro loan provided, by 70% on individual income, and 80%
by group income judging from their individual savings capacities. They can now eat 03 square meals a day in their
families and educate their younger children to school, recovered her late husband palm bushes as collateral that she
borrowed money.
Because of the CIG certificates, groups involved have benefited from other development projects in their various
communities, like the 13 registered groups were selected for the SUFI project in Momo and Donga/Mantung Divisions,
etc as there has been known by the Government.
RuWEF has increased the visibility of widows groups’ through the celebration of the International Widow ’ s day;
23rd June 2012 in Bamenda Central and Mbengwi sub Division as widows now constitute their group and come up
for registration with RuWEF/ IVFCam/Ministry of Agriculture like the case in WOVCIG Mile 17, WOVCIG Zem,
WOVCIG Mbemi etc.
The Economic Empowerment Department is legally recognized as an institution of her own and so can operate
independently of IVFCam under the name RuWEF.
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CHAPTER SIX
DIFFICULTIES / CHALLENGES FACED
1. Human Rights and Good Governance Program
This year being a very busy one for this program; as four projects were being implemented with grants
from foreign partners, few challenges and improvised solutions were eminent this year as follows:
1. Heavy and prolonged rainfall that disturbed activities:This had a serious effect on most of the
activities; especially the community trainings in Santa sub division and the workshops on revision of
laws and documentation with the traditional councils in Nkambe and Misaje; programed in the heart of
the rainy season. Most community trainings were also postponed by CVs, and carried out on
unplanned days since mobilisation was rendered difficult by the heavy rains.The heavy rainfalls also
rendered movement to the communities difficultt since most of the roads were broken.
2. Preference for immediate financial and material benefits to knowledge by most community members:
Most community members expected direct support in the form of money or material needs than the
knowledge from the trainings and other awareness raising activities; which to most of them was not a
pressing need. However, those who attended the trainings and awareness raising meetings gave
feedback in their communities which disseminated the need for such trainings to other community
members.
3. Objection by some traditional councilors to the revision of identified traditional laws and customs that
violate human rights, especially rights of women; particularly widows: Some traditional councilors were
adamant on the execution of their obnoxious traditional laws and customs; as this was put by their
ancestors and cannot be changed. For example, some of them argued fervently during community
trainings and meetings that there are some property that a woman can ’ t inherit, especially real estate
and traditional titles.
4. The death of some Traditional Rulers and presidents of Groups distorted planned activities: During
this year, the traditional rulers of Binshua, Kamine and Chunghe ( Nkambe and Misaje respectively ) ,
who were principal targets for advocacy aginst obnoxious traiditional laws and customs were snatched
by the cold hands of death. This delayed advocacy as much time was accorded for the funerals, as
traditions demand.

1. Health and HIV/AIDS Program
1. The absence of a a published Annual Activity Plan for the SUFI Project
The non-availability of a consistent plan of the SUFI ( Malaria Project ) was very challenging as this
made it difficult for activities to be programmed. To this effect, activities were only disclosed to the project
manager on quarterly basis by Plan International, Cameron, the main recipient of the grant from the
Global Fund
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2. Under budgeting of Planned Activities of the SUFI Project:
Since the budget was also unilaterally developed by Plan International as it was also the case with the
activities, this resulted to under budgeting, especially for interventions in difficult-to-reach health areas. This
also
In addition, some activities were left out in the budget, making it very difficult to implement the project activities within timeframe.
3. Exhaustion of Condoms and other contents from First Aid Boxes Given to Groups for SRH Promotion
and HIV/AIDS Prevention:
The groups that received First Aid Boxes did failed to replenish the boxes with items that were exhausted.
This included the thousands of condoms that were put in the boxes, as IVFCam constantly replenished
them from her own sources. However, following the approving of phase II of the project by ViiV under
PACF, it is expected that the communities will continue to refill the boxes as resolved in a monitoring meeting held for this purpose
3. Economic Empowerment Program ( RuWEF )
Acknowledging that the specific challenges faced during the implementation of projects are found in RuWEF
Field Report book, the following are some major general challenges faced by this program area in 2012:
3.1 Increasing Number of Beneficiaries vis a vis limited Financial Resources to Provide Services to them:
Many people in the Rural Community have discovered that Widows and OVC benefited from RuWEF ’ s
resources, this has invited non-widows and other community members to mobilize themselves into constituted groups and lobby to benefit from similar services and resources; resources of which can not meet this
growing demand from beneficiary communities. Others communities have formed their widow ’ s groups
and come up for registration like the case of Mile 17, Mbemi etc.
3.2 Recovery of Loans Given to Beneficiaries:
Some groups did not pay in their loans in time and in required amount. This was observed to result from
the following:


Some members collected the loan and stopped from coming in to the group hence not paying back like
the case in WOVCIG Batibo.



The loss of IGA capital ( O il and Pigs ) through theft like in the case of Zem group and the pig
epidemic which affected almost all the groups as pig farming was identified as a common IGA within target communities



Loan not adequate for large purchase and profit making, some group lose their members like the case
in Mile 17 group Mbengwi and others took the money and did not invest on business.
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Above all, most members engaged themselves in many ‘ Njangis ’ in their communities, thus making
it difficult for them to repay their loan in time and in required amount. This is also because the initial
amount is distributed over different Njangi houses which have different reception days and low return
on savings.



Lastly, some groups witnessed a drop in membership as those who could not get loans because it was
not sufficient for everyone decided to quit the group.
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CHAPTER SIX
GENERAL LESSONS LEARNED / BEST PRACTICES AND IMPACT
6.1 GENERAL LESSONS LEARNED
Committing people to upholding human rights principles and promoting human rights is eminent when at the
end of strategic awareness raising forums ( like was the case with conferences ) , participants make
recommendations to policy holders, as well as take concrete resolutions which they would abide by them.
Similarly, documenting and disseminating these resolutions via the mass media has a lot of impetus, as it
also creates awareness of, and involve people who were not physically present in these forums. This
program achieved this through the resolutions that were developed and published during the conferences
marking the International Women ‘ s Day, Widows ‘ Day, Day of the African Child, and the International
Human Rights Day.

6.2 IMPACT ON BENEFICIARIES AND THEIR COMMUNITIES
From the evaluation of the Human Rights and Good Governance Program carried out for this year,
IVFCam ‘ s human rights activities has created a lot of impact ever than before in the lives of the
population and their communities. Changes in the human rights situation in these target communities are
visible. The following are worth mentioning:


The participation of women in development activities has increased; as more women now involve in all
aspects of their community life. From the trainings carried out and awareness building forums
organized, more women are visibly registration for upcoming elections, as 92% of those trained are
also applying to be candidates for the parliamentary and municipal elections. In addition, 34 out of the
76 ( 44.73% ) trained female aspiring leaders were elected in influential positions in their respective
political parties.



Significant drop in the abuse of human rights: Community members now demonstrate knowledge of
their inalienable rights and are enjoying them, thanks to the capacity building and awareness raising
sessions held in these target communities. More widows are testifying that they now enjoy some rights
and freedoms which they were formerly denied.
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Behavioural Change towards the treatment of vulnerable groups: Following the BCC activities carried
out, community members have demonstrated significant change in their behaviours concerning the
treatment of vulnerable groups, especially women, children, persons living with disabilities, People
Living with HIV/AIDS, etc. There has been a significant drop in the level of stigmatization of vulnerable
groups

For the Economic Empowerment of target groups and beneficiaries achieved through the Rural Women
Empowerment Fund, the following are the impact the program had on the lives of beneficiaries and their
communities:


A widow can now provide for 03 square meals within a day for her family when she could hardly provide one prior to RuWEF’ s intervention. This goes same with her paying for her children ’ s school
fees and providing their educational needs without external support



WOVCIGs now help Orphans and Other Vulnerable Children ( OVC ) fin their communities from the
profit they make out of their Income Generating Activities; set up with micro credits offered by RuWEF.



Beneficiaries, especially widows can now buy their goods in bulk just like others in their communities
e.g. Regina ( not her real name ) , a widow who sells puff puff now buys flour in bags and oil in
gallons, as opposed to the few kilograms and litters respectively, when she started her business .

6.3 GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
There is the dire need to intensify advocacy with TCs, with continues awareness on human rights to sustain the results achieved.
Just as was the case with the extension of the activities from Momo division to Donga Mantund Divison,
the other enclave communities should be targeted and reached with IVFCam ’ s programs, especially Human Rights which cuts across all the other programs. This will have greater impact .
Village Development and Cultural Associations should be targeted as key partners in carrying out activities
within the various programs of IVFCam. This will facilitate community ownership and sustainability of projects and results, as these associations largely engage the population
It is also highly recommended for beneficiary groups of RuWEF ’ s loans to be responsible for their individual members so that all loans should be paid in time and in required amount..
The total amount for the group loads should be increased as per individual members ’ contract , and members given 03 months grace period, so as to enable them buy in larger quantities to make more and quick
gains.
Members should should be advised to reduce the number of Njangi groups they are involved in so that
they can easily pay back their loans and on time.
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CONCLUSION
This orgnizatiom ’ s programs were outstanding in this year, following the number of projects implemented
and the beneficiaries reached. 94% of activities planned were actually realized. The number of persons
reached with programs doubled that of last year. IVFCam was able to increase the number of women targeted for capacity building to enable them increase their participation in decision making, and occupying
elective positions; while targeting the up coming elections.
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